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Executive Overview
This scientific analysis of the reported Michigan (MI) 2020 Presidential voting
results is a non-partisan effort by unpaid citizens and volunteer experts
(several un-named). Our only objective is to play a small roll in helping assure
that all legal MI votes are counted, and that only legal MI votes are counted.
Whether Donald Trump or Joseph Biden wins is not of concern in this
analysis — the scientists involved with this report just want the election
results to truly reflect the wishes of Michigan voting citizens.
Since there are multiple reports of voting chicanery circulating the Internet, a
collection of statisticians and other scientists volunteered to examine the
reported MI results from a scientific statistical perspective.
We feel that the best way to do this is to start by putting ourselves in the
shoes of bad actors — and then considering how they might go about
changing the wishes of MI citizens, into a different result. Some of the actions
they might take are:
1 - Keep ineligible people (e.g. deceased, moved, etc.) on the voting roles.
(This would disguise actual voter participation rates, allow fabricated votes
to be submitted in their names, etc.)
2 - Get legislation passed that does not require in-person voter identification.
(This would make it easier for non-citizens, felons, etc. to vote.)
3 - Encourage a much higher percentage of voting by mail.
(This would make it much easier to manipulate, as in-person checking is a
more secure way to keep track of actual registered citizens, etc.)
4 - Discard envelopes and other identifying materials from mail-in votes.
(This makes it very hard to check for duplications, etc.)
5 - Count mail-in votes without careful signature or registration verification.
(This makes mail-in an easier choice for manipulators.)
6 - Allow votes to count that are received after Election Day.
(This can direct where mail-in votes are needed to go.)
7 - Stop vote counting for several hours before the final tabulations.
(This allows for an assessment of how many votes are “needed” etc.)
8 - Do not allow for independent oversight of voting tabulation.
(This would make it easier to lose or miscalculate actual votes.)
9 - Connect voting machines or precincts to the Internet.
(This makes it quite easy for third parties to access and change votes.)
10-Distribute vote manipulations over multiple precincts and/or counties.
(This makes the adjustments more difficult to find.)
11-Make most of the manipulations in unexpected districts.
(In other words, don’t do as much manipulation where it’s expected.)
12-Use multiple methodologies to change vote results.
(It requires a much longer investigation to find all the adjustments.)
There are undoubtedly more strategies those who are trying to control our
politics would employ — but this is a representative sample. It should also be
clear that many of these are difficult and time-consuming to find.
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Frequently there is documented proof of some of these voting actions (e.g.
leaving non-eligible voters on the rolls). However, these are usually dismissed
with cursory responses such as: we’re doing the best that we can, or these
deviations are not statistically significant, or our rolls are as accurate as other
states, or there are some benefits for doing this (e.g. #3 & #6 above), etc.
However, studies like this and reports like this do not instill confidence that
election results actually reflect the wishes of actual citizens.
So what can we do as scientists? Clearly we can’t verify the legitimacy of every
Michigan vote submitted. On the other hand, we can (from a scientific
perspective along with with sufficient data) provide a statistically strong
assessment that reported votes in certain locations are statistically unusual.
Such a determination should be treated as an indication that some type of
accidental or purposeful manipulation almost certainly occurred.
Such a science-based statistical analysis can not identify exactly what
happened — or prove that fraud was involved. Honest mistakes, unintentional
computer glitches, etc. can and do happen.
We approached this project assigning different experts to look at the Michigan
data from different perspectives. By-and-large the experts worked mostly
independently of each other. As a result, there may be some overlaps in the
analyses in the following Chapters.
All of the experts agreed that there were major statistical aberrations in some
of the Michigan results that are extremely unlikely to occur naturally.
Using conventional statistical analyses, we identified nine counties with
abnormal results (see Chapter 2). Due to time, data and manpower limitations,
for this Report we focused on the statistical analysis for the worst two
counties. As scientists (not attorneys) our non-legal recommendation is that
both of those Michigan counties have proper recounts
If the results of an accurate recount are that there is no significant change in
voting results for those two counties (very unlikely), then the authors of this
report recommend that we write off those county deviations as an extreme
statistical fluke, and that the Michigan voting results be certified.
On the other hand, if the results of an accurate recount are that there are
significant changes in voting results for either of these two counties, then the
authors of this Report recommend that (as a minimum) that the next seven
statistically suspicious counties also have a more thorough recount (ideally a
forensic audit), prior to any certifying of the Michigan voting results.
See Summary on the final page, for more conclusions. (Note: we did a report
with similar analyses for Pennsylvania. Contact the undersigned for a copy.)
— Editor, physicist John Droz, jr.
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1 - Time Series Analysis of
Trump and Biden Votes in Michigan
Dr. Louis Anthony Cox, jr. and Tom Davis

As shown in Figure 1, data on cumula?ve counts for Trump and Biden in Michigan over the
course of November 4 started with Trump gaining a substan?al lead by hour “9” in Figure 1.
Then a radical change happened (see the part of Figure 1 in the black circle).

Figure 1. Time courses of Biden and Trump counts in Michigan on November 4, 2020
Data source: Michigan Model 2020-Edison-NYT-Vote-analysis-toolkit v2.0.sta
By hour 12 the gap had been substan?ally closed. Soon aPer, the Biden curve exceeded the
Trump curve as both curves resumed tapering oﬀ, with Biden ﬁnishing ahead of Trump, and no
other jumps occurring at any ?me for either candidate. Even without detailed analysis, it is
visually clear that the ﬁnal values are reversed from their separa?on at hour 9. This invites the
ques?on of whether such a change indicates an external interven?on or mechanism that
closed the gap between the curves between hours 11 and 12, or whether this paUern might
plausibly have occurred by chance without external interven?on.
Some speciﬁcs of what happened in the black circle ?meframe are shown in the table on the
next page, Figure 2. In about 5 seconds the Biden counts increased by over 141 thousand votes
– over 30 ?mes the expected number based on preceding counts! This was enough to cancel
most of the Trump lead. Note that in many of the ?me periods immediate before and aPer this
highly suspect increase, that Trump was bea?ng Biden in the new votes being added.
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Time Stamp

Time

Trump Count

T Increase

Biden Count

B Increase

1

11:13:53

NA

2,335,619

NA

2,139,846

NA

2

11:14:33

40s

2,337,117

1,498

2,141,218

1,372

3

11:14:48

15s

2,341,550

4,433

2,145,279

4,061

4

11:26:47

11m 59s

2,341,935

385

2,145,632

353

5

11:31:48

5m 1s

2,346,747

4,812

2,150,041

4,409

6

11:31:53

5s

2,352,715

5,968

2,291,299

141,258

7

11:52:08

20m 15s

2,357,842

5,127

2,296,292

4,993

8

12:03:10

11m 2s

2,366,977

9,135

2,309,941

13,649

9

12:08:46

5m 36s

2,388,624

21,647

2,345,282

35,341

Figure 2. Michigan Time Stamps between 11:13:53 and 12:08:46 on November 4th, 2020
How likely it is that over 141,000 vote increase would occur within a ﬁve second Ame period,
late at night, with liUle supervision — without an external mechanism? Now compare this
aberra?on to what happened in Wisconsin (Figure 3, below), at almost the same ?me. Also
note the strong similarity between the graphs in Figure 1 and Figure 3…

Figure 3. Time courses of Biden and Trump counts in Wisconsin on November 4, 2020
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Again the black circle part of the Figure 3 graph is what we need to look at more closely. The
speciﬁcs of what happened in that ?meframe are shown in the table below, Figure 4. In about
5 minutes the Biden counts jumped by over 143 thousand votes – again over 30 ?mes the
expected number of counts based on vote coun?ng rates near that ?me period. This was
enough to eliminate the Trump lead.
Again, also note that in almost all of the preceding and following ?me periods, that new Trump
votes were about the same or exceeded new votes for Biden. This makes what happened on
line #6 stand out all the more.
Time Stamp

Time

Trump Count

T Increase

Biden Count

B Increase

1

8:24:29

N/A

1,513,760

N/A

1,395,266

N/A

2

8:27:35

3m 6s

1,514,202

442

1,395,674

408

3

8:32:00

4m 25s

1,528,257

14,055

1,420,168

24,494

4

9:08:47

36m 47s

1,531,258

3,001

1,422,957

2,789

5

9:37:04

28m 17s

1,536,270

5,012

1,427,614

4,657

6

9:42:20

5m 16s

1,561,433

25,163

1,570,993

143,379

7

9:46:31

4m 11s

1,563,774

2,341

1,573,348

2,355

8

9:47:24

53s

1,565,455

1,681

1,575,040

1,692

9

9:54:17

6m 53s

1,567,164

1,709

1,576,759

1,719

Figure 4. Wisconsin Time Stamps between 8:24:29 and 9:54:17 on November 4th, 2020
Conclusions
The enormous increase in Michigan cumula?ve Biden votes (over 141 thousand) in a ﬁve
second ?me period (around midnight) could not have been predicted based on preceding or
following coun?ng rates. That a similar unexplained spike (over 143 thousand) happened in
Wisconsin, makes these jumps more conspicuous compared to the surrounding data.
Furthermore, the fact that immediately before and aPer these spikes (in both states), many of
the ?me series votes for Trump exceeded votes for Biden, makes these two Biden spikes over
very short intervals more surprising; the surrounding data do not suggest that such spikes are
usual or part of the normal variability in vote coun?ng.
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2 - Analysis of Michigan County Vote Counts
S. Stanley Young, PhD, FASA, FAAAS, 11-25-20
Summary:
People today generally vote as they have done in the past. If a voting pattern
changes, is it a slight shift, or are large changes occurring in a small number of
locations? Our idea is to look at relative vote changes in counties within Michigan.
How does Biden vs Trump2020 compare to Clinton vs Trump2016? There could be
slight shifts that accumulate across the state, or there could be major changes in a
relatively few counties. We use contrasts to examine voting results. We find vote
changes are modest for the bulk of MI counties: less than 3,000± votes. However,
there are nine counties with much larger changes in votes, up to 54,000±.
Item 1 —
Consider Biden vs Trump2020 compared to Clinton vs Trump2016.
Contrast = (Biden – Trump2020) – (Clinton – Trump2016)
Here is the distribution of Contrast:

Examine the left side of the above chart. There we see an approximate bell-shaped
distribution, which is normally what would be expected. The Contrast (change in
votes for Biden vs Trump relative to Clinton vs Trump) for almost all counties is
within the range of plus or minus 3000± votes.
The outliers (numbers unusual relative to the rest of the data) are on the right of
the chart, where Biden bested Trump much more than Clinton bested Trump.
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Item 2 —
Here we rank contrasts from largest to smallest for all Michigan counties.

In the above histogram, each dot is one MI county. In 74 of 83 MI counties, the
differential is small (near zero) implying that for the vast majority of counties,
voters considered Biden vs Trump2020 much like they considered Clinton vs
Trump2016. On the left side of the histogram are the nine (9) outliers — i.e.
counties with numbers that substantially deviate from the main distribution.

These nine counties together substantially increase the vote count for Biden. For
instance, in the first two of these counties (Wayne and Oakland), the differential
(contrast) swing for Biden amounts to 96,000± votes.
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The remainder of the nine outlier counties (ranks 3 to 9 on the spreadsheet above)
represent an additional 95,000± excess votes for Biden, compared to Clinton vs
Trump. (For example, Trump bested Clinton in Kent county by 10,000± votes but
lost to Biden by 22,000± votes, for a net swing of 32,000± votes.) The total
unexpected votes for Biden in the nine Michigan outliers is 190,000± votes.
Item 3 —
Here is another anomaly that indicates suspicious results. The first set of plots
compare Trump’s election day votes to his mail-in votes, for each county. As would
be expected, the distributions are quite similar. The second set of plots compare
Biden’s election day votes to his mail-in votes, again for each county. As is easily
seen, the distributions are very different. This is a serious statistical aberration.

CONCLUSIONS: The distribution of Item 1, and the magnitude of the
differentials in Item 2, and the statistically deviant patterns in Item 3, are all
statistically improbable relative to the body of the data.
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3 - Wayne and Oakland Counties:
Finding Excessive Votes in 2020,
Well Outside Their Voting History
(condensed version: full version available)
Dr. Eric Quinnell, Dr. Stanley Young
11/26/2020
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Executive Summary

Analysis – A statistical team of unpaid citizen volunteer scientists, mathematicians, and engineers
collaborated in a statistical vote analysis in the Pennsylvania 2020 Presidential Election, after having worked
originally as individuals on various vote analysis across the country. Following the PA report (available on
request), the collaboration team netted steep learning curves in analysis and methods, and produced a
mathematically based predictive model to reverse engineer vote differential signatures. This now much
more robust model is re-applied to Michigan.
Using simple linear regression of unproblematic voting districts, we predict hypothetically problematic
voting districts. Using distributional characteristics within problematic counties, we point to problematic
districts and precincts.
Findings – Two Michigan counties stand out as problematic, Wayne and Oakland Counties, 40,000 and
46,000 estimated excessive votes, respectively. Problematic districts and precincts within these counties
exhibit unusual Democrat/Republican (D/R) ratios relative to their history and excessive vote in favor of
Biden often in excess of new Democrat registrations.

Wayne County/Oakland Counties Buck the Trend

A bi-variate (two variable) trend-line across all Michigan counties (see next page) identify Wayne County
and Oakland County as behaving well outside the trends of the rest of the state in 2020. Wayne and
Oakland counties also stood out from the analysis done in another section of this report (see Page 9). Thus,
these two counties were selected for deeper analysis.
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Wayne County
A bi-variate linear fit of the Trump and Biden votes in 2020 Wayne County show major precincts
completely off the charts as compared to the majority of the other precincts in the same county. The
points exceedingly off the fit are mostly those in the Absentee Vote Counting Board (AVCB) districts.
Several others outside of Detroit also buck the trend of the rest of the area.

The AVCB mail-in districts within Detroit have no ability to correlate with the precincts inside the city, so a
historical voting pattern per precinct is not possible. There is also no indication that the AVCB distributions
include the same precincts from year to year, so therefore there is no way to link AVCB in obvious ways.
Instead, we first looked at the remainder of Wayne County. Outside the city we have much more history
and can observe both mail-in votes as well as election day votes correlated to a precinct with history.
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Outside Detroit, Wayne County shows a significant disruption or new vote distribution well outside the
2016 norm. Specifically, both candidates achieved the total 2016 vote count and added to their sums,
consistent with new turnout. What’s curious is that above the 2016 totals, a new vote ratio appears in
contrast to the history of the area – showing new votes going 70% Democrat vs 30% Republican – a 15point mismatch to the same area just in the last Presidential Election.

Voting totals of precincts may presume to follow a semi-normal distribution with enough data points. By
fitting a normal distribution to actual data and taking the difference between the fitted and actual,
potentially anomalous precincts can be identified. Using a per-precinct history, we can take an election
result like this:

And identify anomalous precincts. We forced the anomalous precincts back to their voting history ratios
and adjust to keep pace with the 2020 turnout. This results in this prediction:

Which helps us identify several townships outside Detroit in Wayne County that significantly stick out. A
partial list of main townships that show excessive votes vs a standard normal with reasonable variance:
Townships

Excessive Votes
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As an example of the excess vote gains above the norm, consider the Township of Livonia, broken into
precincts. Nearly every single precinct first achieves the entire 2016 vote total for each party, but then a
new population of votes skews excessively in favor of the Biden camp – resulting in a “new vote
population” that is voting 76 D / 24 R — in a 2016 Republican township.
Additionally, the votes gained by Biden well outpace even the new registrations in the township – gaining
151% of the new registered voters and 97% of the new votes above 2016. This result/example is incredibly
mathematically anomalous.
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Oakland County
Oakland shares the Wayne County mathematical deviance of being well outside the norm. In Oakland all
votes added by both candidates above the 2016 take show a new vote ratio of 72% Democrat to 28%
Republican – an 18-point mismatch to the same area just since the last Presidential Election.

As mentioned, voting totals of precincts may presume to follow a normal distribution. By fitting a normal
distribution to actual data and taking the difference between the fitted and actual, potentially anomalous
precincts can be identified. Using a per-precinct history, we can take an election result like this

and identify anomalous precincts. Should we peel those anomalies back to the voting history ratios and
keep pace with the 2020 turnout, we get this prediction:

This helps us identify several townships in Oakland County that significantly stick out. This is a partial list of
main townships that show unexpected deviations:
Townships

Excessive Votes
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As an example of the excess vote gains above the norm, consider the Township of Troy, broken into
precincts. Nearly every single precinct first achieves the entire 2016 vote total for each party, but then a
new population of votes skews excessively in favor of the Biden camp – resulting in a “new vote
population” that is voting 80 D / 20 R — in a 2016 almost evenly split Dem/Rep township.
Additionally, the votes gained by Biden well outpace even the new registrations in the township – gaining
109% of the new registered voters and 98% of the new votes above 2016.
This situation is yet another example that is incredibly mathematically anomalous.
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4 - Comments on
Michigan 2020 Mail-In Ballots Data
Robert Wilgus 11/27/20

The 2020 election data for Michigan mail-in ballots was provided as a large file obtained via an FOIA. The
data was perused for anomalies that stood out. A more comprehensive analysis is appropriate and that is
what has been arranged (see Conclusions).
The data file contains 19 fields for each mail-in application. The fields can be text, numbers, or dates. My
understanding of the process is that certain voters (not sure how they were determined) were sent a
form to request a mail-in ballot.
The data available captures the process from when the application was sent. The total of requested
absentee ballots is 3,507,129. The table below contains measures that merit further investigation:

Ballots did not get sent to about 36,000 of the requests received. It’s not clear what the
reason(s) were for this (e.g. faulty address, etc.). The ballot can be marked as Rejected or
Spoiled. Spoiled ballots (incomplete?) and Rejected ballots (duplicates?) add up to about
135,000 ballots that got tossed. That seems like a lot.
The data also includes the voter’s year of birth. One is 170 years old, likely an error but their
applica?on was not rejected. In total more than 1400 of these absentee voters are over 100
years old. These could well be nursing home pa?ents.
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There are 217,271 applica?ons without a recorded date (i.e. never received back). More
interes?ng is the 288,783 that have the applica?on sent and ballot received on the same day.
Maybe these are one stop vo?ng and get recorded with the mail in ballots? The table below
contains other date related ﬁndings:
.

The ballots rejected doesn’t provide any addi?onal informa?on for what the reason was. It
does appear that the majority of ballots received aPer Nov-3 did fall into this category.

The last but not least is the spoiled ballots. There is a lot of them. In the ﬁrst table there are
8,341 duplicate Voter ID. I would expect these were the ‘spoiled’ ones that got new ballots.
There is another column in the table named SPOILED_IND that means spoiled by the
individual. It has values ‘N’ or is not entered.
There is also very small number that are both rejected and spoiled

CONCLUSIONS: There are numerous measures in the mail-in ballot data that warrant further
investigation. This is surprising because there are very few field values with obvious errors. The records
with multiple empty fields are of concern. Additional information is also needed for the high number of
applications and ballots with the same and returned dates
Because of the importance of this file we recently shared it with a firm that specializes in data analytics of
very large databases, to see what they can tease out if it. We are looking forward to some interesting
analyses.
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5 - Irrational MI Absentee Ballots Findings
Thomas Davis & Dr. William M. Briggs, 11/28/20
All American ci?zens, regardless of party aﬃlia?on, should be concerned about the integrity of
of our elec?on process. If ci?zens no longer determine who their representa?ves are, the
United States is no longer a Republic. Accordingly, post-elec?on scru?ny of suspicious results is
not only appropriate, but required.
It is unsurprising that absentee vo?ng in 2020 occurred at a much higher rate than in previous
years. (For example, in Kent County Michigan there were 69,000,± absentee voters in 2016,
and 211,000± in 2020 – a threefold increase.) The COVID-19 virus undoubtedly had a direct
impact on the strong move to absentee vo?ng across the na?on. In Michigan, there were two
addi?onal major contribu?ng factors: 1) voters approved a no-reason absentee vo?ng law in
2018, and 2) Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson sent absentee vo?ng applica?ons to all 7.7
million registered Michigan voters this past summer.
When sta?s?cs in Michigan showed especially high numbers of absentee votes for Biden, it
didn’t raise many red ﬂags. APer all, the Democra?c party had encouraged people to vote
absentee, while the Republican party had encouraged vo?ng in-person (since ballots could be
lost in the mail). However, a closer look at absentee vo?ng (from the select Michigan coun?es
that publish detailed vo?ng sta?s?cs) appears to tell a diﬀerent story.
Let’s start by showing what normal (non-manipulated) absentee vo?ng results should be. The
plot below is the percentage of absentee ballots received by each 2016 presiden?al candidate
in Ingham County (Michigan), by precinct (Red = R and Blue = D). Note the irregulari?es that
occur: some precincts are higher for R, some are higher for D. More importantly, the diﬀerence
between the two (R minus D) varies widely — from plus to minus. In other words: neither the
red line nor the blue line has a discernible paTern. This is what a normal result looks like!
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Now we’ll look at Ingham County for 2020. (Note that Ingham is one of the top nine Michigan
coun?es exhibi?ng 2020 vo?ng irregulari?es [see page 9], and one of the few that has such
data currently available.) Not surprisingly, the percentage of Democra?c absentee voters
exceeds the percentage of Republican absentee voters in every precinct. What is remarkable
(and unbelievable) is that these two independent variables appear to track one another.

DEM% (blue) = # of absentee votes for Biden / total # of Biden votes
REP% (red) = # of absentee votes for Trump / total # of Trump votes
There is no apparent legi?mate explana?on for the two absentee lines to be tracking each
other like that — other than it being due to a computer algorithm (soPware program).
Just so the reader is not leP with the mistaken impression that Ingham County is some
excep?on, we’ll look at two others on the list of nine problema?c Michigan coun?es. (We
would have liked to do more, but the data is not available.) Here is another stunning
comparison: Oakland County in 2016 (below). What the following shows is that Oakland
County exhibited a normal absentee paUern for the 2016 Presiden?al elec?on.
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Now look at what happens in 2020. Although Oakland County has 4± ?mes more voters than
Ingham County, this same ar?ﬁcial paUern can again be seen in the 2020 Presiden?al elec?on
results below — albeit somewhat less clearly, as there are more data points (i.e. precincts):

You should be ge|ng the idea now, so just one more example from the list of most
problema?c Michigan coun?es in 2020: Macomb. The ﬁrst is the expected rela?vely normal
plot that occurs in 2016. Below that is the sta?s?cally tell-tale plot from 2020.
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For sta?s?cal junkies, here are two other perspec?ves on one of these coun?es. (We have the
plots for the others men?oned above, and they are similarly deviant.) The point is that there
are always mul?ple ways to sta?s?cally look at data, so we tried two addi?onal methodologies
here. The inescapable conclusion is the same for all three types of analyses: the 2016 results
look reasonably normal — while the 2020 results look arAﬁcial.

Conclusion: This is very strong evidence that the absentee vo?ng counts in some coun?es in
Michigan have likely been manipulated by a computer algorithm. The comparison of the 2020
results to the normal 2016 elec?on data is drama?c.
If no other plausible explana?on can be made for these unexpected ﬁndings, it appears that
this computer soPware was installed some?me aPer the 2016 Presiden?al elec?on.
On the surface it would seem that the tabula?ng equipment in infected precincts has been
programmed to shiP a percentage of absentee votes from Trump to Biden. An accurate handcount of absentee ballots from a sampling of precincts might be helpful.
Assuming that that any soPware inser?ons haven’t been undone, it would also be advisable
that for at least the three coun?es highlighted here, a forensic analysis (of the tabula?ng
equipment and compiling codes) by independent experts would be required for deﬁni?ve
proof of malfeasance.
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6 - Michigan Absentee Ballots:
Several Key Counties Compared
Dr. William M. Briggs, 11/26/20
Data from coun?es in Michigan where absentee votes by candidate were available were
gathered. The coun?es were (alphabe?cally): (1) Eaton, (2) Grand Traverse, (3) Ingham,
(4) Leelanau, (5) Macomb, (6) Monroe, (7) Oakland, and (8) Wayne.
In Eaton and Oakland votes could be either straight party (e.g. choose all Democrats for all
contests) or variable ballots (e.g. choose candidates individually). These were treated
separately.
The data sources are: Eaton (XML), Grand Traverse (PDF), Ingham (PDF), Leelanau (PDF),
Macomb (HTML), Monroe (PDF), Oakland (XML), and Wayne (PDF).
The percent of the total vote for each candidate (not the overall total, but the candidate total)
that was absentee was calculated across each precinct or district within each county. The data
within a county was sorted by the absentee percentages for Biden, low to high, for display ease.
Next, we plot the percent absentee votes for both Biden (D:blue) and Trump (R:red). See below
for examples of two large coun?es. (For the same types of graphs of more Michigan coun?es
see here.) The precinct numbers are here arbitrary, and reﬂect the sor?ng of the data.
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Almost never does the percent of absentee ballots cast for Trump exceed the percent cast for
Biden. There are only rare excep?ons, such as in very small precincts where we'd expect totals
to be more variable.
If absentee vo?ng behavior was the same for those vo?ng for Trump and Biden, the chance
that absentee ballots for Biden would almost always be larger would, given the large number
of precincts here, be vanishingly small.
Thus, either the absentee vo?ng behavior of those vo?ng for Biden was remarkably
consistently diﬀerent, or there is another explana?on, such as manipula?on of totals.
More proof of this is had by examining the ra?os of absentee ballot totals in each precinct. See
below for examples of the same two large coun?es. (For the similar graphs of more Michigan
counties see here.) Again, the precinct numbers are arbitrary and reflect the same sorting as before.

Only 36 precincts out of the 2,146 examined had 0% absentee ballots. These are obviously not
shown in the ﬁgures (because of divide-by-zero possibili?es). As men?oned, the ra?o of Biden
to Trump absentee votes is astonishingly consistent. The mean ra?o inside each county is
printed in the ﬁgure, along with the number of precincts.
If vo?ng behavior was similar for both candidates, we'd expect this ra?o to be 1, with some
variability across precincts, with numbers both above and below 1. Instead, the ra?os are
almost always greater than 1, and with a ?ght mean about 1.5 to 1.6 or so. This indicates the
oﬃcial tallies of absentee ballots for Biden were about 50-60% higher almost everywhere, with
very liUle varia?on, except in smaller coun?es were the ra?o was slightly higher.
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Such behavior could be genuine, or programma?c changes of the votes could be the
explanation of these unusual results. The data here is more consistent with the later hypothesis.
Across all coun?es there are 2,145 precincts. If Democrat and Republican absentee- vo?ng
behavior was the same on average, then the probability the number of Democrat absentee
ballots would exceed the number of Republican absentee ballots would be 0.5, or 50%. We can
then plot a probability for every possible number of precincts where Democrats outnumber
Republicans.
This is pictured below. The actual number of D > R precincts is 2,103. The probability this
happens assuming equal behavior is about 10^-557, a very small number, equivalent to
winning the Powerball loUery about 65 ?mes in a row.
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7 - An Analysis of Surveys Regarding Absentee
Ballots in Several States (including Michigan)
Dr. William M. Briggs, 11/23/20
1: Summary
Survey data was collected from individuals in several states, sampling those who the
states listed as not returning absentee ballots. Data was provided by Matt Braynard.
The survey asked respondents whether they (a) had ever requested an absentee ballot,
and, if so, (b) whether they had in fact returned this ballot. From this sample I produce
predictions of the total numbers of: Error #1, those who were recorded as receiving
absentee ballots without requesting them; and Error #2, those who returned absentee
ballots but whose votes went missing (i.e. marked as unreturned).
The sizes of both errors were large in each state. The states were: Arizona, Georgia,,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
2: Analysis Description
Each analysis was carried out separately for each state. The analysis used (a) the
number of absentee ballots recorded as unreturned, (b) the total number of people
responding to the survey, (c) the total of those saying they did not request a ballot,
(d) the total of those saying they did request a ballot, and of these (e) the number
saying they returned their ballots.
From these data a simple parameter-free predictive model was used to calculate the
probability of all possible outcomes. Pictures of these probabilities were derived, and
the 95% prediction interval of the relevant numbers was calculated. The pictures for
Michigan appear in the Appendix at the end. (Other states are available on request.)
They are summarized here with their 95% prediction intervals.
Error #1: being recorded as sent an absentee ballot without requesting one.
Error #2: sending back an absentee ballot and having it recorded as not returned.

State
Georgia
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Arizona

Unreturned Ballots
138,029
139,190
165,412
96,771
518,560

Error #1
16,938–22,771
29,611–36,529
32,414–37,444
16,316–19,273
208,333–229,937
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Error #2
31,559–38,866
27,928–34,710
26,954–31,643
13,991–16,757
78,714–94,975

Ballots that were not requested, and ballots returned and marked as not returned were
classified as troublesome. The estimated average number of troublesome ballots for
each state was then calculated using the table above and are presented here:

State
Georgia
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Arizona

Unreturned Ballots
138,029
139,190
165,412
96,771
518,560

Es4mated Average
Troublesome Ballots
53,489
62,517
61,780
29,594
303,305

Percent
39%
45%
37%
31%
58%

3: Conclusion
There are clearly a large number of troublesome ballots in each swing state
investigated. Ballots marked as not returned that were never requested are clearly an
error of some kind. The error is not small as a percent of the total recorded unreturned
ballots.
Ballots sent back and unrecorded is a separate error. These represent votes that have
gone missing, a serious mistake. The number of these missing ballots is also large in
each state.
Survey respondents were not asked that if they received an unrequested ballot whether
they sent these ballots back. This is clearly a possibility, and represents a third possible
source of error, including the potential of voting twice (once by absentee and once at
the polls). No estimates or likelihood can be calculated for this additional potential
error due to absence of data.

(See next page for an Appendix to this chapter…)
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4: Appendix
The probability pictures for Michigan for each outcome as mentioned above.
Probability of numbers of un−requested absentee ballots listed as not returned for Michigan:

Probability of numbers of absentee ballots returned but listed as not returned for Michigan:
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8 - Statistical Analysis of Michigan 2020 Election
(condensed version: full version available)
Dr. Robert Hancock
11/28/2020
Synopsis - Elec?on results for the state of Michigan (MI) were analyzed for poten?al
anomalies. The state of Florida (FL) is used as reference for comparison, as the elec?on results
show a ?ght race for both states. Therefore, one would assume that the vote counts should be
similar, at least on average. Two such anomalies have been iden?ﬁed: (1) The rates vote
counts is signiﬁcantly lower for Trump than Biden (even when normalized to the total vote
count), indica?ng the possibility of pro-Biden systema?c bias (weighted vote count); and
(2) StaAsAcally impossible “jumps” in the vote counts are found in Biden’s favor for Michigan.
Methodology - Edison Research elec?on data was downloaded from the New York Times
website on Nov. 25, 2020 and analyzed in MATLAB 2019b. (The MATLAB code and JSON ﬁles
are available on request.) We used the state of FL as reference for comparison because no
serious allega?ons of elec?on fraud have been made to date for FL. The ?me axis for each state
is as follows:
FL: from 2020-11-04 06:43:00 to 2020-11-20 14:16:04
MI: from 2020-11-04 10:00:04 to 2020-11-24 02:28:05
To simplify things, in the graphs below ?me is reported as “batch”, which roughly speaking
corresponds to ?me. We use “?me” and “batch” interchangeably in this document.
Our approach consists of analyzing the sta?s?cs of votes added from batch to batch. The
ra?onale is that with each batch, the votes added enables us to study the poten?al occurrence
of anomalous “jumps”. These jumps are denoted here as: ∆ Trump and ∆ Biden.
Analysis of Sta4s4cal Anomalies - Figure 1 (next page) shows the results for Florida. The four
graphs shown are: [top le[] cumula?ve vote count (Trump vs Biden) as func?on of ?me
(batch), [top right] votes added (“jumps”) at each batch divided by the Ame interval between
consecuAve batches (i.e. “velocity” or “rate” of votes added, denoted ∆ Trump and ∆ Biden),
[bo\om le[] correla?on analysis of Biden jumps vs Trump jumps and [bo\om right] plot of the
residuals. “Residuals” is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between Biden and Trump votes added
(∆ Biden-∆ Trump) for each batch.
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On the average, we expect Trump/Biden jumps to be of the same order of magnitude for each
candidate. Wild diﬀerences in magnitudes, and especially ones that favor a par?cular
candidate, are signs of poten?al anomalies. When the race is ?ght, we expect the points to lie
along the diagonal red line, indica?ng that the jumps in vote counts are similar between both
candidates. Devia?ons from the diagonal may indicate anomalous jumps.
As can be seen in the correla?on plot, and to a larger extent in the residuals plot, sta?s?cally
anomalous jumps are all in Biden’s favor. A jump of magnitude shown by the green line
[bo\om right] is sta?s?cally impossible: the odds of this happening are 1 in 1023. We see two
such jumps in the FL data, both in Biden’s favor.

Figure 1. State of Florida elec?on ?me series analysis (a reference).
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For the Michigan elec?on (Figure 2) there is one sta?s?cally impossible jump to the level
shown by the horizontal green line [bo\om right]. The odds of this happening are 1 in 10117.
This “impossible” jump also happens to be in Biden’s favor.
We note that for both states, the largest jumps are not only sta?s?cally impossible, but all
happen to be in Biden’s favor. For Michigan the jump occurs aPer the elec?on (towards the
end of the count). In the case of Florida, the anomalous jumps occur earlier in the count.
These “impossible” Biden jumps are found at the following ?me stamps in the EDISON data:
MI: 2020-11-04 11:31:48 (+141,257 votes),
FL: 2020-11-04 00:32:23 (+435,219 votes) and 2020-11-04 00:38:40 (+367,539 votes)

Figure 2. State of Michigan elec?on ?me series analysis.
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Analysis of Sta4s4cal Bias in Votes Added - Focusing on Michigan, Fig. 2 (top right plot) shows
the rate of votes added for both candidates. We ﬁnd that the votes added for Biden are
systema?cally higher, i.e. there are considerably more events of the type ∆ Biden-∆ Trump > 0.
While this behavior may be expected for a “blowout race” where one candidate gets a much
higher vote count than the other, it is unexpected in a race this close. To quan?fy the bias and
likelihood of such an unlikely event, we require a reference race to use for comparison
purposes. We are using the race in Florida because the results are also close (51.2% Trump,
47.9% Biden) and the FL elec?on has not yet been contested to our knowledge.
Figure 3 presents an alterna?ve way to plot the results of Fig. 2 (top right). This plot shows the
Biden curve consistently above the Trump curve. As shown by the yellow regions, across more
than 90% of the frequency axis, votes added for Biden are consistently higher than those of
Trump. This is indica?ve of bias in the way votes are added: either the vote count for Biden is
ar?ﬁcially inﬂated at every batch, or those of Trump are systema?cally depressed.

Figure 3. Comparison of sta?s?cal bias in the votes added for Michigan.
Ver?cal axis indicates votes added (for each candidate). Horizontal axis is frequency of
batches. This plot, technically called “power spectral density (PSD)”, depicts how frequently
such a vote-added count paUern occurs in the ?me series.
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Quan?ﬁca?on of the likelihood of such bias to occur was done using a reference ?me series.
FL results were used as reference. A sta?s?cal test comparing the mean votes added (for MI vs
FL) concluded that for Biden, the means are not sta?s?cally diﬀerent, implying that the votes in
MI likely have been counted using the same method as in FL.
On the other hand, the test found signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the way Trump votes in MI were
added compared to FL. This could imply: Biden vote counts were inﬂated, or Trump vote
counts were depressed. The odds of this outcome are 1 in 1,000, an unlikely occurrence. This
sta?s?cal test used all data points in the ?me series and the mean value of each ?me series is
dominated by small jumps, which happen most frequently (see Figures 1 and 2, top right).
We also compared the “tails” of the distribu?ons between MI and FL, i.e. the larger jumps
found in the ?me series of ∆ Biden and ∆ Trump (Figs. 1-2, top right plots). These large jumps
contain informa?on about rare events, i.e. sta?s?cal anomalies. By considering the votes
added that correspond to large jumps, we analyzed the behavior of large jumps while
discarding the small jumps.
Our analysis found that the sta?s?cs of Biden large jumps in MI did not diﬀer from those in FL.
On the other hand, the analysis found that the sta?s?cs of Trump large jumps in MI diﬀered
from those in FL. The odds of this happening are 1 in 1010, a sta?s?cal impossibility.
Conclusions - Sta?s?cally impossible jumps in the Biden vote counts were found in the ?me
series of elec?on results. For one of these jumps (MI elec?on, +141,257 votes for Biden added
during a single ?me interval), its odds of happening were 1 in 10117, a vanishingly small
probability. We also found systema?c bias in the way votes were counted, favoring Biden.
With high certainty, Trump vote counts were depressed (or, Biden vote counts were inﬂated).
This bias was conﬁrmed using mul?ple methods1. These sta?s?cally unlikely events in the
Michigan elec?on all favored Biden. Our analysis is sta?s?cal and based on the EDISON ?mes
series2. It also uses Florida as a reference state for sta?s?cal analysis.
We recommend further inves?ga?ons of the root causes of these anomalies.

1A

more detailed report is available upon request.
dataset exhibited small occasional drops in candidates’ vote counts, but the drops were small and neglected in our analysis;
their presence does not alter our analysis and conclusions.

2 EDISON
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Summary
Several na?onally recognized sta?s?cal experts were asked to examine some 2020
Michigan vo?ng records, and to iden?fy anything that they deemed to be sta?s?cally
signiﬁcant anomalies — i.e large devia?ons from the norm.
In the process they basically worked separately from other team members, consulted
with other experts, analyzed the data they were given from diﬀerent perspec?ves,
obtained some addi?onal data on their own, etc. — all in a very limited ?me allotment.
Their one — and only — objec?ve was to try to assure that every legal Michigan vote is
counted, and only legal Michigan votes are counted.
The takeaway is that (based on the data ﬁles they were examining) these experts came
to one or more of the following conclusions:
1) There are some major sta?s?cal aberra?ons in the MI vo?ng records, that are
extremely unlikely to occur in a normal (i.e. un-manipulated) se|ng.
2) The appearance of soPware manipula?on (Chapters 1 & 4) is most troubling.
3) The anomalies almost exclusively happened with the Biden votes. By comparison,
the Trump votes looked sta?s?cally normal.
4) Nine (out of 83) Michigan coun?es stood out from all the rest. These coun?es (see
Page 9) showed dis?nc?ve signs of vo?ng abnormali?es — again, all for Biden.
5) The total number of Michigan suspicious votes is 200,000± — which exceeds the
reported margin of Biden votes over Trump. See the next page for an outline of the
the several analyses and our conclusion of how many suspicious votes there are.
6) These sta?s?cal analyses do not prove fraud, but rather provide scien?ﬁc evidence
that the reported results are highly unlikely to be an accurate reﬂec?on of how
Michigan ci?zens voted.
As stated in the Executive Overview, our strong recommendation is that (as a minimum):
the two worst of the nine abnormal MI coun4es have immediate recounts.
If the results of an accurate recount are that there is no signiﬁcant change in vo?ng results for
those two coun?es (very unlikely), then the authors of this report recommend that we write
oﬀ those county devia?ons as an extreme sta?s?cal ﬂuke, and that the Michigan vo?ng results
be cer?ﬁed.
On the other hand, if the results of an accurate recount are that there are signiﬁcant changes
in vo?ng results for either of these two coun?es, then the authors of this Report recommend
that (as a minimum) that the next seven sta?s?cally suspicious coun?es also have an accurate
recount, (ideally a forensic audit) prior to any cer?fying of the Michigan vo?ng results.
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Michigan Vote Anomalies Overview
This table is for those too time-constrained to study each of the chapters in this report.
It is strongly advisable to carefully read any chapter where there is a question about
the number of Anomalous Ballots (i.e. suspect votes) in the table below, and/or how
they were estimated.
Author(s)

Anomalous Ballots

Cox
Young

141,000
190,000

Quinnell & Young

41,000

Quinnell & Young
Wilgus
Davis & Briggs
Briggs
Hancock

46,000
225,000
Unknown
62,000
141,000
200,000±

Type of Analysis

Reference

Timeseries
Chapter 1
Contrast (9 Coun?es)
Chapter 2
Linear Regression Predic?on
Chapter 3
Wayne County (non Detroit)
Oakland County
Chapter 3
Same-day Ballot App/Sent/Ret’d
Chapter 4
Absentee Vo?ng in 8 Coun?es
Chapters 5 & 6
Phone Survey
Chapter 7
Timeseries
Chapter 8
Es4mated Number of Suspect Michigan Ballots

Note 1: The reported Michigan diﬀeren?al is that Biden is leading by 150k± votes.
Note 2: All Anomalous Ballots numbers are es?mated, and rounded to the nearest thousand.
Note 3: There is no way of knowing whether the same suspect votes are appearing in diﬀerent
analyses — or whether some are addi?onal. For this conserva?ve overview, we are
assuming that most of the votes in each statistical analysis are duplicated in the others.
Note 4: Anomalous Ballots can be either: a) fabricated votes [e.g. duplicates, deceased
persons, etc.], OR b) votes taken from Trump and given to Biden [e.g. switched via a
computer algorithm]. Of course there could also be some combina?on of the two.
The net eﬀect of which it is, is enormously diﬀerent. For example, 50k fabricated votes
will result in a 50k diﬀerence. However, 50k switched votes will result in a 100k
diﬀeren?al. To be conserva?ve we are assuming the former in our analyses.
Note 5: The Anomalous Ballots total (200k±) is our rough, conserva?ve es?mate about the
number of Michigan ballots that we believe are suspect. If we guess that 50% of those
are switched votes and 50% are fabricated, that would mean a 200k± reduc?on in the
votes for Biden and an increase of a 100k± votes for Trump — i.e. a 300k± change. In
other words, Trump would have actually won Michigan by 150k± votes.
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